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Abstract:
The opening of the fourth session of The Neutral—the course given by Roland
Barthes at the Collège de France in 1977–8— is marked by a dramatic spillage
of ink. Rather than take this as an incidental, trivial moment, I read it as one of
the many ‘ink blots’ that colour the work of Barthes. Tracing his ‘almost
obsessive relation to writing instruments’ and the material act of inscription,
this essay relates the ‘ink blots’ to the development of a ‘non-arrogant’, non-
expressive, non-idealistic theory of language in The Neutral and other texts by
Barthes.
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Writing, expression of personality? Really? I myself have three writings, according
to which I write texts, take notes, or correspond.
Roland Barthes, ‘Variations sur l’écriture’ (OC IV, 280).1
1. ‘Inkidents’
History repeats itself, but not quite as Marx imagined.
It is well known that, on 25 February 1980, just two days after
delivering the final lecture of his course about the preparation of the
novel at the Collège de France, Roland Barthes was involved in the
accident that would bring his life to an end.2 What has received much
less attention, however, is an accident in which Barthes was caught up
almost two years earlier. Quite unlike the tragedy of February 1980,
the earlier incident had a decidedly farcical quality, and thus curiously
inverted Marx’s famous remark about the tendency of history to repeat
itself, first as tragedy, and only later as farce:3
Thursday, March 9 [1978], fine afternoon, I go out to buy some colours (Sennelier
inks) → bottles of pigment: following my taste for the names (golden yellow, sky
blue, brilliant green, purple, sun yellow, cartham pink—a rather intense pink),
I buy sixteen bottles. In putting them away, I knock one over: in sponging up,
I make a new mess: little domestic complications . . . . And now, I am going to give
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you the official name of the spilled colour, a name printed on the small bottle
(as on the others vermilion, turquoise, etc.): it was the colour called Neutral
(obviously I had opened this bottle first to see what kind of colour was this
Neutral about which I am going to be speaking for thirteen weeks). (N, 48)4
The course of 1977–8, in other words, is coloured by an incident
involving ink (an ‘inkident’, perhaps). Although the spillage comes
out of the blue, I want to suggest that it is not an isolated moment.
It seems to me, rather, that Barthes’s vast and diverse body of work is
covered with what might be called ‘ink blots’, by which I mean points
at which an obsession with the materials and materiality of writing
leaves its mark.5 Because an exhaustive inventory would soak up too
much space, I will limit my ink quest to a few notable spillages. In
1970, a section of Empire of Signs celebrated the delights of a Japanese
stationery shop, the ‘site and catalogue of things necessary to writing’.6
The Neutral would later record Barthes’s unflagging ‘drive to purchase’
(N, 150), and this compulsion clearly figures in Empire of Signs, where
he lovingly details how pens, brushes, inkstones, paper, and techniques
of inscription change with the movement from West to East:
Everything, in the instrumentation, is directed toward the paradox of an
irreversible and fragile writing, which is simultaneously, contradictorily, incision
and glissade; papers of a thousand kinds, many of which hint, in their texture
powdered with pale straws, with crushed stems, at their fibrous origin; notebooks
whose pages are folded double, like those of a book which has not been cut so
that writing moves across a luxury of surfaces and never runs, ignorant of the
metonymic impregnation of the right and wrong side of the page (it is traced
across a void): palimpsest, the erased stroke which thereby becomes a secret, is
impossible. (86)
Three years later, however, came two much larger ink blots. In
September 1973, Barthes gave an interview to Le Monde, in which
he more explicitly revealed his fondness for a specific type of
shopping:
I would say (. . .) that I have an almost obsessive relation to writing instruments.
I often switch from one pen to another just for the pleasure of it. I try out new
ones. Besides, I have far too many pens— I don’t know what to do with all of
them. And yet, as soon as I see them, I start craving them. I cannot keep myself
from buying them.
When felt-tipped pens first appeared in the stores, I loved them a lot. (The
fact that they were originally from Japan was not, I admit, displeasing to me.)
Since then I’ve become tired of them, because the point flattens out too quickly.
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I’ve also used nibs—not the ‘Sergeant-Major’, which is too dry, but softer nibs,
like the ‘J’. In short, I’ve tried everything . . . except Bics, with which I feel
absolutely no affinity. I would even say, a bit nastily, that there is a ‘Bic style’,
which is really just for churning out cheap copy, writing that merely transcribes
thoughts.
In the end, I always return to fine ink pens. The essential thing is that they can
produce that soft, smooth writing I absolutely hold dear.7
Somewhat strangely, perhaps, the interview made no reference
whatever to a text entitled ‘Variations sur l’écriture’ (variations on
writing) that Barthes had written earlier that same year. This delightful
piece saw Barthes approaching the familiar term ‘writing’ in a way that
differed from the ‘metaphorical sense’ that he usually preferred (OC
IV, 267). ‘Today’, he wrote in the opening paragraph, ‘(. . .) it is to the
manual sense of the word that I would like to come, it is “scription”
(the muscular act of writing, of tracing letters) that interests me’ (267).
Meanwhile, five years before the love of colour would lead him to buy
sixteen bottles of Sennelier ink in one afternoon, Barthes entitled a
later section of his text, quite simply, ‘Couleur’:
To be examined: coloured writings— the few of them that exist. Colour is
impulse; we are afraid to sign our messages with it; that is why we write black [nous
écrivons noir]; we only allow ourselves well-ordered, flatly emblematic exceptions:
blue for distinction, red for correction. Any change of colour [toute saute de couleur]
is particularly incongruous: can you imagine yellow, pink, or even grey missives?
Books in red-brown, in forest green, in Indian blue? And yet, who knows if the
meaning of the words would not be changed? (302)
‘Variations sur l’écriture’ remained unpublished in Barthes’s lifetime.
It made a brief, ghostly appearance on 9 February 1980, however,
in the course on the preparation of the novel, when, prompted by a
mnemonic that read ‘Mon texte sur l’écriture’ (my piece on writing),
Barthes discussed the relationship between a writer’s style, ‘obsessive
care (. . .) given to choice of nibs, paper, etc.’, and the way in which he
or she subsequently formed letters upon the page (PR, 339). Proust, for
instance, wrote ‘at a gallop’, and ‘all of his work depended upon this
muscular ability’ (338). ‘In a general way’, Barthes concluded, ‘one
could risk defining the work as a kinetic relationship between head and
hand’ (339, emphasis in original).
One final ink blot. Roland Barthes by Roland Barthes, which is
book-ended (in the French edition, at least) by elegant handwritten
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statements, reveals the obsessive care with which the narrator
constructed his working environments:8
Another Argo: I have two work spaces, one in Paris, the other in the country.
Between them there is no common object, for nothing is ever carried back and
forth. Yet these sites are identical. Why? Because the arrangement of tools (paper,
pens, desks, clocks, calendars) is the same: it is the structure of the space which
constitutes its identity. This private phenomenon would suffice to shed some light
on structuralism: the system prevails over the very being of objects. (RB, 46)9
Elsewhere, meanwhile, the text incorporates photographs of Barthes
surrounded by the materials of writing and painting, and a list
of passions that includes ‘pens, writing nibs’ (RB, 116, translation
modified). The narrator even manages to reel in a form of ink that
had left a smudge upon Mythologies almost twenty years earlier: ‘I am
writing this day after day; it takes, it sets: the cuttlefish produces its ink’
(RB, 162).10
2. Ink: Well?
Why should these ‘inkidents’ matter? Why are they worth
‘inkvestigating’? The interview given to Le Monde in 1973 includes
an answer to these questions. At first glance, the interviewer’s incipit
appears to be a little bland: ‘Do you’, he asks, ‘have a method of
working?’11 After giving three brisk sentences in response, however,
Barthes turns his attention to the politics of the question itself. There
is, he notes, ‘a kind of censorship which considers this topic taboo,
under the pretext that it would be futile for a writer or an intellectual
to talk about his writing, his daily schedule, or his desk’ (177). And
then, recalling the work of Mythologies, he adds:
When a great many people agree that a problem is insignificant, that usually means
it is not. Insignificance is the true locus of significance. This should never be
forgotten. That is why it seems so important to me to ask a writer about his
writing habits, putting things on the most material level, I would even say the
most minimal level possible. This is an anti-mythological action: it contributes
to the overturning of that old myth which continues to present language as
the instrument of thought, inwardness, passion, or whatever, and consequently
presents writing as a simple instrumental practice. (177)
I want to propose that Barthes’s many ink blots are the marks
of precisely this ‘anti-mythological action’ at work.12 Tellingly, the
resistance to the myth that makes language an expressive instrument
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is something that— like the ink blots— colours many of Barthes’s
texts. Sade, Fourier, Loyola, for instance, denounces ‘the old modern
myth according to which language is merely the docile and insignificant
instrument for the serious things that occur in the spirit, the heart or
the soul’.13 A Lover’s Discourse, meanwhile, spurns the advances of what
it calls ‘the illusion of expressivity’ (98), and Sollers Writer shines light
upon the way in which a text like H halts the notion that language is
merely ‘used to transmit ideas or information’ (84).
But what does this have to do with The Neutral? On a very simple
level, the course repeatedly refers to the materials and materiality
of inscription. Almost two months after the accident involving the
Sennelier ink, for instance, a short subsection entitled ‘Private Rites’
moves from a consideration of ‘the secret ritual the writer has to follow
in order to write (. . .) (fountain pens, places, etc.)’ to an anecdote
about Kafka, Lederer, ‘especially bright blue ink’ and ‘engraved sheets
of hand-made paper’ (N, 123–4). Meanwhile, shortly after discussing
the writing habits of Proust and Swedenborg, Barthes once again
records his attachment to his beloved fountain pen (144); this, I
presume, is the same pen that he subsequently places at the top of
a list of objects that he would be unable to surrender if performing ‘an
act of self-destitution’ (150).14
Beyond these niblets, however, I want to propose that The
Neutral more generally allows the link between ink blots and ‘anti-
mythological action’ to take on a particularly caustic, vivid form. The
moment at which things became clear to me— the moment at which
the ink of the cuttlefish began to disperse—occurs within minutes of
The Neutral setting off on its way. At the very beginning of the first
session, Barthes works through the routine practicalities, distributes
‘a list of the texts whose reading, in various ways, has punctuated the
preparation of this course’ (N, 1), reads four epigraphs, and then settles
down to what he calls ‘the object of this course, its argument’ (6).
Moments later comes the following: ‘Put another way, according
to the perspective of Saussure, to which, on this matter, I remain
faithful, the paradigm is the wellspring of meaning; where there is
meaning, there is paradigm, and where there is paradigm (opposition),
there is meaning’ (7). Here, that is to say, preliminaries aside, lies the
first proper name of The Neutral. And a certain fidelity towards this
name is professed.
Although the Course in General Linguistics does not appear upon the
list of formative texts that Barthes has just distributed to his audience,
I want to propose that it is penned there in invisible ink. Ink, in fact, is
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the link, for, minutes after recounting the tale of the spilled Sennelier
‘Neutral’ on 11 March 1978, Barthes makes an explicit pledge of
allegiance: ‘I am “Saussurian” = not a “faith” but a willingness to
have recourse to (recourir à) Saussurian models in order “to understand”
[to speak].’(54)15 What if this article of faith flowed from the spillage
that has just been announced? What if Barthes were Saussurian in his
repeated references to the material act and objects of writing?
In the section of the Course in General Linguistics entitled ‘Linguistic
Value’, Saussure makes the groundbreaking proposition upon which
so much poststructuralist theory has depended: ‘Without language,
thought is a vague, uncharted nebula. There are no pre-existing ideas,
and nothing is distinct before the appearance of language.’16 The
sign, in other words, is the condition of thought, not its instrument,
medium, expression, or echo. That, as I see it, is Saussure’s real
breakthrough, the move that makes a world of difference. It is also, I
want to suggest, the theoretical point to which Barthes is faithful when
he sets, in the form of an ‘anti-mythological’ struggle, his interest in
the materials and material act of writing against the endoxal, expressive
model of language.
To put matters in the vocabulary of The Neutral, I read Barthes’s ink
blots as marks of a commitment to a non-arrogant theory of language.
Arrogance, of course, is one of the themes that regularly arises in the
course of 1977–8. In fact, it appears as early as the opening session,
just moments after Barthes has affirmed his fidelity to Saussure (N, 7).
A little over three months later, he returns to the topic in much more
detail, naming a whole section of the course ‘Arrogance’:
Under the word ‘arrogance’, I gather all the (linguistic) ‘gestures’ that work
as discourses of intimidation, of subjection, of domination, of assertion, of
haughtiness: that claim the authority, the guarantee of a dogmatic truth or of a
demand that doesn’t think, that doesn’t conceive of the other’s desire.
One is assaulted by the arrogance of discourse everywhere there is faith,
certitude, will-to-possess, to dominate, be it by means of an insistent demand:
the inventory of arrogant discourses would be endless, from the political discourse
to the advertising discourse, from the discourse of science to that of the ‘scene’.
We will not draw up this inventory, this typology; it would be more useful to ask
under what difficult conditions a discourse manages not to be arrogant (cf. in fine,
on writing). (152)
I am struck by how the mention of non-arrogance brings close to itself
a consideration of writing. Later in the same session of The Neutral,
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in fact, Barthes explicitly pursues this connexion. ‘Can writing be
arrogant?’, he asks in the opening line of a subsection entitled, quite
simply, ‘Writing’ (162). ‘My immediate (partial) answer’, he continues,
‘is: Writing is the very discourse that unfailingly baffles the arrogance
of discourse → I have not (or not yet) the conceptual means to
theorize this position (that would suppose a “what is writing?”).’ (162)
In the light of ‘Variations sur l’écriture’, where the final word of the
title is given a pluralizing twist, I find the term ‘writing’ undecidable
at this point in The Neutral. (The two numbered paragraphs that follow
the question ‘what is writing?’ do not, I feel, settle the matter.) Should
it be read as a familiar textual celebration of what S/Z calls ‘the magic
of the signifier’, or is it ‘the manual sense of the word’, to return to the
opening page of ‘Variations sur l’écriture’, that raises its hand here?17
Might it even, in keeping with the spirit of The Neutral, be necessary
to hear both possibilities at the same time, to suspend the demand to
choose?
I cannot calm these questions with a spilled answer, but I should like
to conclude by considering how the ‘manual sense of the word’ mat-
ters, both at this specific moment and elsewhere in The Neutral. How
might ‘the muscular act of writing, of tracing letters’ baffle arrogance?
How could Barthes’s ink blots suspend ‘discourses of intimidation, of
subjection, of domination, of assertion, of haughtiness’?
The answer lies in the work of Saussure, whose theories, I think,
are once again sympathetically penned in invisible ink at the point in
The Neutral where Barthes asks if writing can be arrogant. The brief
discussion that follows the question concludes with an account of the
activity of inscription:
The writer: a Draufgänger (. . .) someone carried away, a breakneck, but not
arrogant → a drive that generates a stubbornness in practice, not in conviction,
in idea: to believe in the importance of what one writes, not of what one
thinks → therefore: not loyalty to the idea, but persistence of a practice = what
the writer calls ‘working’ (in his intransitive use of the verb): word of every
writer = the last word of Michelet at Hyères before dying: Laboremus (no mystique
of work = lucid submission to the persistence of language). (N, 162–3)
In the emphasis upon ‘the importance of what one writes, not of
what one thinks’, and in the subsequent outlawing of ‘loyalty to
the idea’, I see an inkling of Saussure’s challenge to the idealism
of the traditional, referential model of meaning. And I read that
very challenge— in which the sign is neither expressive nor in the
service of the individual— as a glancing blow to a remarkably arrogant
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account of language. If the sign, as common sense would have it, is
merely a secondary expression of a preceding idea, then the human
being dominates language, brings it close and directs it according to
his or her prior intentions. Thought precedes, and it proceeds as the
great dictator. It is precisely this arrogance, this ‘will-to-possess’, that
Saussure’s theory of language calls into question. And Barthes’s ink
blots, it seems to me, accomplish precisely the same thing. Their ‘anti-
mythological action’ is their suspension of an anthropocentric, arrogant
account of meaning. By repeatedly writing about the sheer materiality
of writing, Barthes signs a commitment to Saussure that works against
doxa. The ‘almost obsessive relation to writing instruments’, that is to
say, sedates the arrogance of idealism, and it is for this very reason that
Barthes’s ink blots deserve detailed attention. To ignore them, to wipe
them away with a sweeping hand that longs for a pristine page, is to
miss a movement against myth.
3. Plumes
There is, of course, a risk. An obsessive interest in the habits of writing
could easily be smudged into a fascination with the private lives of
Authors that claims to reveal the overflowing individuals who stand
behind and before the words on the page. I cannot think of anything
more tedious, but I am also aware that I am writing and walking the
finest of lines. Biography is a magnet for mediocrity. Its presence in
literary studies is a curse that curdles the discipline into vacuous self-
satisfaction. Donna Haraway once remarked that ‘teaching modern
Christian creationism should be fought as a form of child abuse’, and
I feel the same about the fostering of biography-based criticism.18
In writing lives, biographers write the obituary of textuality. I am
not interested in ink blots if they are taken to honour an Author
who has nourished a work. For me, rather, they underscore how
inscription cannot be reduced to expression, the transmission of an
aching emotion, the sacred sharing of an inner self. Myth drowns
in ink.
This is not merely a question of theory. As the pen moves across the
page before my eyes, as the ink wells and takes, blood is being spilled
around the world for a flash of fundamentalisms that fatally believe the
Word to be an expression of the truth of a prophet, a president, a party,
or a God. Ink burns at its root, and Barthes’s ink blots are spills for a
work of fire that glows with the desire for the Neutral.19
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